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Annex 1

Focus group discussion guides

Introductions (5 minutes)
Good evening and thanks for being on time. My name is Olivia/Lorien and I will be moderating the
session for the next 2 hours.
Just a few points before we start. Today’s discussion is a very informal session - I am here to hear
your thoughts and opinions. So please be as open and honest as possible, and the more you have to
say, the better!
Everything you share is anonymous and will not be attributed to you.
Please also remember that there are no right or wrong answers and please also respect each other’s
views even if they are different from your own.
Tonight, we will be discussing your experiences of searching and selecting a barrister/ barristers
chambers- we are NOT focusing on your experiences of the actual service (once selected /
instructed).
Please note that we will not be exploring any personal reasons for you needing to access the legal
service.
•
Please start by introducing yourself by your first name, age, who else is in your household,
job role (if relevant) and which region you live in
•
Tonight we are focusing on use of a barrister. We understand that you have used/ are using
services of a barrister in the last 2 years. When did you decide you needed to access this service?
•
After deciding you needed to access this service, when did you first start the process of
finding/ researching a provider?
Section 2: Accessing services (20 mins)
Just a reminder that tonight, we will be discussing your experiences of searching and selecting a
barrister/ barristers chambers- we are NOT focusing on your experiences of the actual service (once
selected / instructed) or why you need to access the service.
•
Please now think back to when you first decided you needed to access a barrister……what
were the steps you took to find a barrister? Please explain in detail. Why did you do this?
o

Did you do any research to find a barrister- why or why not?

o

How many barristers do you think you researched initially? Why?

o

How many did you contact? Why?

If you did contact any how did you do this and why did you choose this initial communication
method? E.g. email, phone, f2f visit

2
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If you contacted them again (before making your final decision), which method did you use
and why?

Detailed probes:
•
Did you use any of these sources of information and if so what role did they play in your
decision making process?
1.

Recommendations from friends and family

2.

Recommendations from your solicitor

3.
Recommendations / information provided from another service provider (e.g. Citizens
Advice, Mackenzie Friends, Legal aid)
4.

Research online

5.

Promotional material e.g. flyers, leaflets and posters

6.

Face to face visit(s) to potential providers

7.

Telephone call(s) to potential providers

8.

Providers used before

9.

Other- if so what?

o

Why did you seek or engage with these sources of information?

o

How did they help or hinder your decision making process?

o
POLL: Which sources of information (add above in poll) would you trust the most when
looking for a barrister – why?
o
POLL: Which sources of information (add above in poll) would you trust the least when
looking for a barrister – why?

o

If searching online:

o
Did you use any of the following online sites to find out information on barristers/ barrister
chambers and why / why not:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Search engine – if so, which search terms did you use?
Specific barrister chambers website
Customer review sites / advice sites- which one?
Social media site - which one?
Other online site / tool

London Economics
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•
What kind of information would you expect to be on a barrister’s / chambers website to
help customers select a provider? Why?
o
Probe: service information in plain language, contact details, staff expertise / qualifications,
different stages involved, offer of interview (if so, do they expect this to be free or at a fixed price),
timeframes for the service, seniority/ years of experience of staff
o
What elements of price would you expect to see, if any? (e.g. hourly rate, fixed price, price
for different elements of work)

•
If they did not use a recommendation/ went direct: Why did some of you find a barrister
directly yourself? (no help from a solicitor)

•
Ask to all- What are the advantages and disadvantages of finding a barrister yourself, rather
than using the one a solicitor recommended to you? What makes you think this?
o
Are there any challenges or barriers to finding a barrister yourself/ accessing one directly?
If so, what?

•
If they used recommendations: Did you also use any other sources of information or did you
just go by the recommendation? Why or why not?
o

How important is a recommendation? Why?

•
What type of information/ documents (hard copy or digital) did you receive from any
providers during your search stage (if any) e.g. contract, price estimate or price quotes (e.g. per
hour), timeframes, experience of staff, fact sheet?
o

Please describe what it covered

o

Did you ask for this information or were you just given it? At what stage?

o
How influential was it on your decision on which barrister/ barrister’s chambers to use?
Probe: price, price transparency
o
How easy was it to understand the information? Why do you say this? probe price info
specifically
o
Do you remember reading any small print when reviewing these documents? Why is this?
(e.g. rarely read small print, typically don’t understand language often used in small print, lack of
time etc.)
o

4

Was a free interview offered? Was a fixed fee interview offered?
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Section 3: Assessing services (35- 40 mins)
•
When conducting research on a barrister/ barrister’s chambers - what are/ were you looking
for to help you make a decision on which provider to use?
o

What are the most important criteria you require a legal provider to fulfil? Why?

o

What are the least important criteria you require a legal provider to fulfil? Why?

o
How many providers of barristers’ services at the research stage did you seriously consider
using?
o
What made you seriously consider some providers over others? What criteria did they fulfil
in your mind?

•
What type of questions, if any, did you ask or seek out from the barrister chambers or clerks
when considering to use them or not?
o

Why did you ask this? How important was their answer to you?

o
How did you ask them e.g. over the phone, in writing, via email, via their website contact
form or live chat?

•
Did you or are you currently taking into account any of the following when deciding which
provider/barrister to use…(Please see the board and say the relevant numbers) - why or why not?

1.

A fixed price provided

2.

Being able to pay per hour (a hourly rate provided)

3.
How easy is it to understand what to expect about prices and other costs (e.g. court fees)
and how prices may vary
4.

How easy it it to understand how long it takes to complete work and how this may vary

5.

Whether the provider/barrister is regulated

6.

Location of the provider/ geographical convenience

7.
Method of communication with the provider if instructed e.g. phone, online, f2f, skype or
mixed method
8.

Level of experience of barrister (less than 5 years and more than 5 years)

9.

Feedback from previous clients

London Economics
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10.
Level of service e.g. frequency of communication, availability of provider such as out of
hours / weekends / during bank holidays

o
From the list on the board….Please say what are the 2 most influential factors in your
decision making process and why?
o

Please say what are the 2 least influential factors in your decision making process and why?

o

Probe how important the years of experience a barrister has to them

Explore in depth:

•
Ease of understanding: How easy or not was it to understand the service the barrister(s)
were offering?
o
Did you have an idea of what to expect from the service e.g. stages of work, type of
activities? How did you know this?
o

Did you have an idea of timings of the work? How did you know this?

o
Were/ are you aware that timings can vary according to the complexity of the case and what
barristers need to do? If so, how?
How do you feel about this? Was this made sufficiently clear to you? Why/ why not?

•
Price: How important was/is price to you in your decision making of which barrister /
barrister’s chambers to use? Why?
•
Did you or do you have a concept of what a ‘reasonable’ price is for the service you required?
If so, what was / is this price?
•
What / who has shaped this perception? E.g. research, communication from the providers,
word of mouth, previous experience, perception of complexity of the case etc.

o

How easy or not was it to find out the price of the service?

o
How did you find this out? Did the provider(s)/Barrister explain the price to you, if so how?
Did you have to ask for it or did they offer you the price information?
o
•

6

Do you know how price can be calculated?
If a fixed fee is not feasible, are you aware of how legal providers can charge? (probe hourly
rates, based on different scenarios, how simple/complex a case is)
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o
Thinking about any conversations or information received about price - how simple or
complex has the price been to you? Why do you say this?

o
How transparent (clear, visible, easy to understand) do you think the price for services of a
barrister are? What makes you say this?
•
How important is it for the price to be transparent to customers at the set up / research
stage? Why do you think this?
•
Do you think the level of transparency would impact on your decision to use a barrister’s
services? Would you be more likely to use a barrister’s service is the price is more transparent? Why
/ why not?
•
Do you think the level of transparency would impact on your decision to search for
alternative providers? If so, how? Why/why not?’
•
Do you think the level of transparency would impact on your choice of provider (barrister A
over barrister B etc)? If so, how? Why/ why not?
•
Would you feel any more confident in searching for and choosing a provider yourself
(without a solicitors advice) if prices were more transparent? Why/ why not?
•

How could price be made more transparent/ clear to customers?

o
What if anything, can affect the final price (while the barrister is doing the work)? Why do
you think / know this?
•

Did the provider tell you that the final price can vary? If so, when? How?

•

On the board:

The final price for a legal service can vary from the estimated price provided before the work begins.
It may vary based on the complexity of the case, experience of the staff carrying out the work and
unexpected complications e.g. parties disagreeing on terms
•

What are your initial reactions to this?

•

Is this reasonable or not to you? Why?

Section 4: Testing of materials for the experiment (50 mins total)

Scenario testing (20mins):
We are now going to show you a range of imaginary scenarios, which may or may not be similar to
your own situation. We want you to focus on the scenario we show you and NOT your own personal
London Economics
Price Transparency Research
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situation to answer the following questions please. There are no right or wrong answers- we are just
interested in your honest views
Show each scenario one at a time on board and then ask the following questions:
•

Can you imagine this happening to a legal services customer? Why / why not?

o
Let’s say this scenario is placed in a questionnaire/survey, which is sent to the general public.
How easy or not is it for you to imagine this scenario for the purpose of research?
o
How simple or complex do you think this legal situation might be for the legal services
customer?
•

How realistic do you think this scenario is? What makes you say this?

•

Is anything unclear or confusing here? If so, what?

•

How could it be improved to make it more realistic?

Treatment testing (30mins):
We are now going to show you a range of ways that costs may be presented to a customer- the
prices and names of the barrister’s chambers have been made up for the purpose of research.
Imagine you are looking to choose a barrister / barrister’s chambers.

Please imagine that these services are offered through the Public Access scheme, which means you
can access the services yourself and you do not need to go via a solicitor.

The fees are indicative only and intended to enable comparison

Show each treatment on board one at a time and explain what service it is for- employment or
divorce. Then ask per treatment:

•
What are your first reactions to how the price is explained / shown here? How does it make
you feel? E.g. confused, informed, stressed, positive, negative, motivated

•
How easy or not is the information to understand / find the relevant information you need?
Why or why not? Probe: format (table vs words), wording, hourly rate vs fixed fee (per stage of
work) vs scenario based

8
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o

What do you think it means by ‘if complex’? What could make something ‘complex’
How clear is this distinction for you?

o
Probe: how useful it has been splitting by level of barrister’s experience and stage of work?
And estimated hours (for hourly rate treatment) vs estimated fixed fee (per stage).
o
Would it be useful to show a range of prices (minium to maximum) rather than estimated
averages? Why or why not?
o

How could it be made clearer? Probe: too much or too little info here

•
Does it contain all relevant information for you to be able to assess the price and make a
decision on which provider to go with? If not, what’s missing?
•
Do you feel that you understand what to expect from the price, and how/why prices may
change from the information presented to you here?
•
How does this way of presenting prices make you feel about the skill or experience of the
barristers? What makes you say this?

•
If information were shown this way, would you feel confident comparing quotes from
alternative barristers? Why or why not?
•
If information were shown this way, would you feel confident choosing a barrister yourself
(without a referral from a solicitor)? Why or why not?

Section 5: Conclusions and close (5 mins)

•

Thinking about the different ways the price was displayed to you in these scenarios:

1.

Fixed fees per stage of work (table)

2.

Hourly fees (table

3.

Scenario based (text)

o

Which format is most transparent/ clear?

o

Which format is least transparent / clear?

o

Which format would make you feel more confident in comparing alternative quotes?

London Economics
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o
Which format would make you feel more confident in choosing a barrister yourself (without
a referral from a solicitor)? Why?

•
Is there any other information you would want to be displayed differently or explained to
you to make you feel more confident / willing to choose a barrister yourself in the future? Why?

Any other comments? Thanks and close

Annex 2 Consumer survey and behavioural experiment
questionnaire
****Introductory text screen********************************************************
Display the following text to all respondents:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this survey. In this survey, we would like to understand what
is important to you when searching for and choosing a barrister.
We would first like to understand your experiences when you look for services online.

**********Questions assessing respondents’ previous experiences searching for services
online***
Display the following text to all respondents:
Q1. Thinking about your own experiences, in the past two years, have you used any of the following
legal services providers? Please select all that apply.
Randomise options, record response.
a.

Solicitor

b.

Will writer

c.

Barrister

d.

Licensed conveyancer

e.

None of the above

f.

Don’t know/can’t remember

If respondent answers option a, b, c, d, ask Q1a, else Q2.

10
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Q1a. And what service did you need from the provider? Please select all that apply.
Randomise options, record response.
a.

Conveyancing (i.e. legal work involving buying, selling or transferring property)

b.

Will writing

c.
Probate (i.e. legal process of managing the estate of a deceased person by resolving all
claims and distributing the deceased person's property under a valid will)
d.

Family matters

e.

Accident or injury claims

f.

Any offences or criminal charges

g.

Immigration and asylum matters

h.

Power of attorney (i.e. a legal document allowing one person to act on behalf of another)

i.

Litigation

j.

Other

k.

Don't know/ can't remember

Ask Q2 to all respondents.
Q2. In the past two years, have you SEARCHED FOR any of the following legal services providers?
Please select all that apply.
Randomise options, record response.
a.

Solicitor

b.

Will writer

c.

Barrister

d.

Licensed conveyancer

e.

None of the above

f.

Don’t know/can’t remember

If respondent clicks a, b, c or d, take them to Q2a and Q2b, else go to Q3.
Q2a. When you searched for a legal service provider, did you use any of the following information
sources? Please select all that apply.
Randomise options, record response.

London Economics
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a.

Recommendations from friends and family

b.

Recommendations from your solicitor

c.
Recommendations / information provided from another service provider (e.g. Citizens
Advice, Mackenzie Friends)
d.

Legal aid

e.

Research online

f.

Promotional material e.g. flyers, leaflets and posters

g.

Face to face visit(s) to potential providers

h.

Telephone call(s) to potential providers

i.

Providers used before

j.

Other

k.

None of the above

l.

Don’t know/can’t remember

Q2b. How many providers did you research?
Record response.
a.

One

b.

Two

c.

Three or more

d.

Don’t know/can’t remember

If respondent selected ‘c’ for Q2, ask Q2c followed by Q2d, else go to Q3.
Q2c. How easy was it to find information on…
Display options in a grid.
Vertically, display the following options. Randomise and record response.
a.

What price to expect

b.

What work the barrister would do

c.

How long the work might take

d.

How and why the price might be different from the quote

12
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e.

How and why the time to complete the work may be different from the estimated time

Horizontally, display the following:
1 – Very difficult
2 – Difficult
3 – Easy
4 – Very easy
5 – Don’t know/can’t remember
Q2d. Where, if at all, was the information shown?
Display options in a grid.
Vertically, display the following options. Randomise and record response.
f.

What price to expect

g.

What work the barrister would do

h.

How long the work might take

i.

How and why the price might be different from the quote

j.

How and why the time to complete the work may be different from the estimated time

Horizontally, display the following, randomise:

a.

On the legal providers’ website

b.

After calling the barrister or the barristers office

c.

After meeting face to face with the barrister or someone in the barristers office

d.

In the barrister’s promotional material

e.

In any other material I got from the barrister

f.

I didn’t receive and couldn’t find the information

g.

Don’t know/can’t remember

Go to Q3.
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Q3. In the past two years, have you searched for any of the following services online? Please select
all that apply
Randomise options, record response.
a.

Financial products (bank account, mortgage, insurance etc.)

b.

Energy provider

c.

Mobile phone/internet provider

d.

Other

e.

I haven’t searched for any services online in the past two years

f.

Don’t know/can’t remember

Go to Q4.
Q4. Do you feel confident searching for services online?
Record response.
1 – I feel very unconfident
2 – I feel confident
3 – I feel confident
4 – I feel very confident
5 – Don’t know
[Show respondents scenario]

*********Respondents’ assessment of scenario complexity *******************************
Display the following text to all respondents:
QSCEN1. How complex do you think this legal situation is?
1 – Very simple
2 – Simple
3 – Complex
4 – Very complex
5 – Don’t know

14
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Record response.
*********Task A: DECISION TO ACCESS ***********************************************
In this task, we show respondents a quote and record whether they choose to compare alternative
quotes.
Display the following text to all respondents:
QA1. Keeping in mind the legal situation you were shown, please imagine that you have found the
following information about the price and services offered by a barrister.
[Respondents are shown mock-up for a quote]
Display the following text to respondents:
Would you like to choose the barrister chambers based on the information you just saw, or would
you like to compare alternative quotes?
The alternative quotes will be presented in the same format as the quote you just saw.
[Respondents are shown mock-up for two alternative quotes]
**********TASK A: FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS********************************************
IF respondent clicks ‘Choose barrister based on information shown’ WITHOUT clicking ‘compare
alternative quotes’ even once, ask the following question:
QAFF1. Why did you choose to not compare alternative quotes? Please select all that apply.
Randomise response options. Record responses.
a.
I could not easily understand the information in the quote I was shown and didn’t want to
search further.
b.

I did not feel confident comparing alternative quotes in the format of the original quote.

c.

I felt I had enough information to make my decision.

d.

Other (please specify)

If respondent clicked ‘Compare alternative quotes’, ask the following question:
QAFF2. Why did you choose to compare alternative quotes? Please select all that apply.
Randomise response options. Record responses.
a.
I could not easily understand the information in the quote I was shown and wanted to search
further.
b.
I could easily understand the information in the quote I was given, but wanted to make sure
I got the best deal.
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c.

I felt confident comparing alternative quotes in the format of the original quote.

d.

I felt I needed more information to make my decision.

e.

Other (please specify)

**********TASK B: ASSESS AND ACT *************************************************
Display the following text to respondents:
We will now show you two quotes for barristers and ask you about your opinions of the way
information is presented. There are no ‘right or wrong’ answers to any of the questions, so please
answer honestly.
As a reminder, we would like you to imagine that you are searching for a barrister for your [INSERT
practice_area] and your situation is as detailed below. We want you to use the situation you are
given below (and not your own personal situation) to answer the questions.
[Show scenario]
Display the following text to all respondents:
QB1. Keeping this situation in mind, please imagine that you are shown information from two
barristers, as follows.
[Show quotes side by side]
**********TASK B: FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS********************************************
Ask the following question to all respondents:
QBFF1. Which of these barristers would you choose?
Randomise options, record response.
a.

Nicholl and Osborn Chambers

b.

Laburnum Tree Chambers

Ask the following question to all respondents:
QBFF1a. In your opinion, which barrister’s chambers are likely to be cheaper based on the
information you were shown?
Randomise options, record response.
a.

Nicholl and Osborn Chambers

b.

Laburnum Tree Chambers

c.

I do not have enough information to answer this question

16
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Ask the following question to all respondents:
QBFF1b. Why did you choose the barrister you selected? Please select all the reasons that apply.
Randomise options, record response.
a.

The chambers I chose were cheaper

b.

The chambers I chose offered better service

c.

The chambers I chose had more experienced barristers

d.

None of the above

e.

Don’t know/can’t remember

f.

Other (please specify)

Ask the following question to all respondents:
QBFF2. If you were searching for a barrister and you were shown price/service information in the
format you just saw, how confident would you feel in choosing a barrister?
1 – Extremely nervous about making a choice
2 – Nervous about making a choice
3 – Confident about making a choice
4 – Extremely confident about making a choice
5 – Don’t know
Record response.
If respondent chooses option 1 or 2 for QBFF2, display the following question:
QBFF2a. You said that you would not feel confident about making a choice. Why do you think this?
Please select all that apply.
Randomise options and record response.
a.

I could not understand the pricing information

b.

I could not understand what services the barrister was offering

c.

I could not understand how long my legal work would take

d.

I could not understand how costs might change for my legal work

e.

I found it difficult to compare between the two barristers

London Economics
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f.
I did not have all the information I needed to compare between barristers and make my
decision
g.

Other (please specify)

If respondent chooses option 3 or 4 for QBFF2, display the following question:
QBFF2b. You said that you would feel confident about making a choice. Why do you think this?
Please select all that apply.
Randomise options and record response.
a.

I could easily understand the pricing information

b.

I could easily understand what services the barrister was offering

c.

I could easily understand how long my legal work may be expected to take

d.

I could easily understand how costs might change for my legal work

e.

I found it easy to compare between the two barristers

f.

I had all the information I needed to compare between barristers and make my decision

g.

Other (please specify)

**********TASK C: ASSESSMENT OF AN INDIVIDUAL OFFER *******************************
Display the following text to all respondents:
QC1. Please consider the information below carefully, and then answer the questions that follow,
based on the information you were shown.
In some cases information to answer the question may be placed behind an ‘i’ button.
In some cases you will not be shown enough information to answer the questions. In that case,
please select the option ‘The information shown does not include this’.
[Show quote]

If practice_area = Divorce, display the following questions:
QCD1. What is the hourly fee for a barrister with less than 5 years’ experience?
Randomise response options, record answer.
a.

£50

b.

£75

18
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c.

£100

d.

£150

e.

£200

f.

None of the above

g.

The information shown does not include this

h.

Don’t know

Create variable right_qcd1. right_qcd1=1 IF respondent chooses option g AND one of the following
is true:
-

IF treatment=Minimum

-

IF treatment=Fixed

-

IF treatment=Scenario AND disclosure_level=Mandatory

right_qcd1=1 IF respondent chooses option c AND one of the following is true:
-

Treatment= Hourly

-

Treatment= Scenario AND disclosure_level=Discretionary

Else, right_qcd1=0
QCD2. What is the estimated cost per day for a barrister to make a court appearance every day after
the first day, if the barrister has more than 5 years’ experience?
Randomise response options, record answer.
a.

£500

b.

£1,000

c.

£1,500

d.

£2,000

e.

£3,000

f.

None of the above

g.

The information shown does not include this

h.

Don’t know

Create variable right_qcd2=1 IF respondent chooses option g AND one of the following is true:
-

treatment=Minimum

London Economics
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-

disclosure_level=Mandatory

right_qcd2=1 IF respondent chooses option f AND disclosure_level=Discretionary
Else, right_qcd2=0
QCD3. Some factors may affect the timescales for your case. Which factors were explicitly
mentioned in the information you were shown? Please select all that apply.
Randomise response options, record answer.
a.

The complexity of the case

b.

Whether any third parties are involved in your case

c.

The gender of any dependant children

d.

None of the above

e.

The information shown does not include this

f.

Don’t know

Create variable right_qcd3.
right_qcd3=0.5 IF respondent chooses option a OR b.
right_qcd3=1 IF respondent chooses option a AND b.
Else, right_qcd3=0

If practice_area = Employment, display the following questions:
QCE1. What is the estimated hourly fee if you engage a barrister with more than 5 years’
experience?
Randomise response options, record answer.
a.

£50

b.

£100

c.

£200

d.

£250

e.

£300
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f.

None of the above

g.

The information shown does not include this

h.

Don’t know

Create variable right_qce1. right_qce1=1 IF respondent chooses option g AND one of the following
is true:
-

IF treatment=Minimum

-

IF treatment=Fixed

-

IF treatment=Scenario AND disclosure_level=Mandatory

right_qce1=1 IF respondent chooses option e AND one of the following is true:
-

Treatment= Hourly AND disclosure_level=Mandatory

-

disclosure_level=Discretionary AND treatment NOT Fixed

Else, right_qce1=0

QCE2. What is the estimated cost per day for a barrister to make a court appearance every day after
the first day, if the barrister has less than 5 years’ experience?
Randomise response options, record answer.
a.

£300

b.

£500

c.

£600

d.

£750

e.

£900

f.

None of the above

g.

The information shown does not include this

h.

Don’t know

Create variable right_qce2. right_qce2=1 IF respondent chooses option g AND one of the following
is true:

London Economics
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-

IF treatment=Minimum

-

IF disclosure_level=Mandatory

right_qce2=1 IF respondent chooses option b AND disclosure_level=Discretionary
Else, right_qce2=0
QCE3. Some factors may affect the timescales for your case. Which factors were explicitly
mentioned in the information you were shown? Please select all that apply.
Randomise response options, record answer.
a.

The number of employees at your employer or former employer

b.

The complexity of the case

c.

Whether any third parties are involved in your case

d.

None of the above

e.

The information shown does not include this

f.

Don’t know

Create variable right_qce3.
right_qce3=0.5 IF respondent chooses option b OR c.
right_qce3=1 IF respondent chooses option b AND c.
Else, right_qce3=0

Display the following question to all respondents:
QCS1. Do you think there was enough information about the following elements in the quote you
were shown?
Display responses in a grid.
Vertically, display the following options (randomise):
a.

Expected price

b.

How prices may vary

c.

Time to complete legal work

d.

How times may vary
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e.

Services offered by the barrister

Horizontally, display the following:
Not enough information
Just enough information
Too much information
Display the following question to all respondents:
QCS2. Thinking of the quote you were shown, overall how easy to understand was it?
1 – Very difficult to understand
2 – Difficult to understand
3 – Easy to understand
4 – Very easy to understand
5 – Don’t know
Record response.
Display the following question to all respondents:
QCS3. And how easy was it to find information about…
Display responses in a grid.
Vertically, display the following options (randomise):
a.

Prices

b.

Time taken to complete the work

c.

How prices may vary

d.

How times to complete the work may vary

e.

Services offered by the barrister

f.

How to complain

g.

Whether the barrister is regulated

Horizontally, display the following:
1 – Very difficult or impossible to find
2 – Difficult to find

London Economics
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3 – Easy to find
4 – Very easy to find
5 – Don’t know
Display the following question to all respondents:
QSC4. How does this way of presenting pricing information make you feel about the barrister’s….
Display responses in a grid.
Vertically, display the following options (randomise):
a.

Skill

b.

Professionalism

c.

Quality of service

Horizontally, display the following:
1 – Very poor
2 – Poor
3- It didn’t make me feel it would be good or poor
4 – Good
5 – Very good
6– Don’t know
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Annex 3 Mock-ups shown to participants in behavioural
experiment
Figure 1

Price/service presentation: Divorce – Minimum Disclosure
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Figure 2

Price/service presentation: Divorce – Mandatory disclosure – fixed fees
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Figure 3

Price/service presentation: Divorce – Hourly fees – mandatory disclosure
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Figure 4

Price/service presentation: Divorce – scenario-based – mandatory disclosure
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Figure 5

Price/service presentation: Divorce – Fixed fees – discretionary disclosure
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Figure 6

Price/service presentation: Divorce – hourly fees – discretionary disclosure
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Figure 7

Price/service presentation: Divorce – scenario-based – discretionary disclosure
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Figure 8

Price/service presentation: Employment – minimum disclosure
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Figure 9

Price/service presentation: Employment – fixed fees – mandatory disclosure
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Figure 10

Price/service presentation: Employment – hourly fees – mandatory disclosure
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Figure 11

Price/service presentation: Employment – scenario-based – mandatory disclosure
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Figure 12

Price/service presentation: Employment – fixed fees – discretionary disclosure
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Figure 13

Price/service presentation: Employment – hourly fees – discretionary disclosure
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Figure 14

Price/service presentation: Employment – scenario-based – discretionary disclosure
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